Abstract
The museum is a cultural place for people to broaden their
horizons and it is also an essential environment for informal
learning. However, due to our fast-paced lifestyle and diverse
forms of entertainment, needs are increasingly varied, and
museums face many challenges. Many people, especially young
people like Generation Z (a group of people who were born
between the mid-1990s to the mid-2000s), are not interested
in static exhibitions with tedious and wordy interpretations.
Therefore, building the connection between Generation Z and
making history museums more engaging is crucial. The goal of
my project is to identify the engaging elements for Generation Z
and apply them to a design intervention for building connections
between Generation Z and history museums. According to my
literature review, online survey, and a walking interview, there are
three key findings which can drive my design intervention: (1)
Gen Z thinks that use of heavy text and lack of interaction are
disengagement elements. They believe that creating memories
related to history can help them to generate empathy and
increase their interest in history. (2) Gen Z is active on social
media platforms such as Snapchat, Instagram and they enjoy
watching “stories,” which is a visual scrapbook of videos
and photos that disappear after 24 hours. (3) Gamification (a
method to incorporate the elements of a game into a nongaming environment) can help individuals to learn and absorb
knowledge. Rewards, self-expression, altruism, storytelling
and visual communication are crucial gamification elements
which can make individuals feel more engaged in the learning
environment. I developed three generation prototypes and had
participants interact with them to gain feedback from my target
group. Finally, the overall design outcome is a location-based
mobile application called MUZE which can collect historical
stories in daily life. The app has three features: the ability
to collect historical stories, the ability to share feelings and
thoughts about the history in the form of a short video, and the
ability to redeem virtual or physical rewards related to the history
museums.
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Background
A museum is a place for collecting and displaying objects.
It is a public place with aesthetic functions, cultural functions,
scientific functions and so on. According to the International
Council of Museums (2007), the definition of museum is “a nonprofit, permanent institution in the service of society and its
development, open to the public, which acquires, conserves,
researches, communicates and exhibits the tangible and
intangible heritage of humanity and its environment for the
purposes of education, study and enjoyment" (“Museum
Definition”, para.2). However, this understanding of museum is
outdated. With the development of society and the advancement
of science and technology, museums are constantly being
redefined. The museum is not only an institution that collects,
protects, studies, and displays cultural heritage, but also
becomes a full-service and future-oriented cultural service and
educational institution.
However, due to the fast-paced lifestyle and diversified
forms of entertainment, people’s cultural needs are increasingly
diversified, and museums currently face many challenges.
Many people, especially Generation Z, are not interested in
unchangeable exhibitions with tedious and wordy interpretations.
During my exploration of this topic, I found that the history
museum is less engaging for Generation Z.
Generation Z is the cohort after the Millennials. Although the
definition of the date and age varies, Generation Z is a group of
people born from the mid-1990s to the mid-2000s. According to
Fuze (2016), Generation Z is the second largest segment of the
United States’ population. Moreover, this generation is expected
to take up 29% of the American population in 2025, which is a
large and significant proportion.
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My goal is to find out the engaging elements for Generation
Z and apply them to a design intervention for building
connections with history museums. I hope the design outcome
can help Generation Z learn more about history, helping them
to become more informed. Also, the museum can benefit from
the connection which would, in turn, make the museum become
more popular and hopefully solicit more visitors.

Literature Review
Because my goal is to explore how museums can be
engaging for Generation Z, my literature review mainly focused
on four parts: Museum engagement, the characteristics of
Generation Z, How Generation Z learns, and Gamification.

1. Museum Engagement

2. The Characteristics of Generation Z

Tzibazi (2013) indicated that there is a gap between young
people and museums since museum’s curatorial strategies
no longer meet the specific needs and interests of this age
group. Cesário, Matos, Radeta, and Nisi (2017) emphasized the
importance that the younger generation attaches to interactive
technologies when visiting museums. Moreover, the four
design categories summarized in their articles can be used
as a guide for my research and design. They are interaction,
gaming, localization, social media. I can also refer to these four
categories in my survey and interview and get a more specific
and useful description which can drive my design from the
answer of the participants.

According to Fromm and Read (2018), they conducted a
study about Generation Z. They concluded some characteristics
of Generation Z including their habits of using mobile devices,
education, entertainment, social media expectations. Their
report also mentioned that the mobile-only, visual stimuli,
small screen, video, brand personality are part of the new
communication rules which are acceptable to Generation Z.
Turner (2015) explored how technology affects Generation
Z. First, he presented some of the features of Generation Z,
such as their dependence on mobile phones, the popularity of
social media among them, and so on. Moreover, this article also
explained some of the thinking and communication methods of
Generation Z. They spend less time thinking independently, and
they rely on search engines. Also, a new mode of thinking which
is faster and disjointed has gradually replacing linear thinking.
Other scholars also mentioned the vital role of the mobile
phone in Generation Z’s daily life. Fromm and Read (2018)
conducted a quantitative and nationally representative study in
September 2016 in the United States. In their book, they claimed
that Generation Z is mobile-only instead of mobile-first. The
smartphone is the portal between their offline and online world.
According to the 2018 State of Generation Z study conducted
by the Center for Generational Kinetics (Watson, 2018), 55% of
Generation Z spends five hours or more a day on their mobile
phone.
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3. How Generation Z learns
As digital natives, Generation Z is used to gaining and
publishing information on smartphones to communicate with
the outside world. As for the way of receiving information,
Fromm and Read (2018) found that Generation Z enjoys short
and punchy text, as well as compelling videos. They also prefer
customized messages.
Generation Z is active on the social media and they prefer
the form of short video for receiving information. According to
Pew Research Center in 2018, the Top 3 most frequently used
social media platform among Generation Z are YouTube (85%),
Instagram (72%) and Snapchat (69%). Besides, “Stories”, which
is a visual scrapbook of videos and photos that disappear
after 24 hours — are becoming popular among Generation Z
on social media platforms. Surveyed 1,000 people aged from
16-24 in the U.S in 2018 about their media consumption and
digital advertising preference, VidMob (2018) found that 72% of
Generation Z watch stories on Snapchat, and 70% Generation
Z consume Instagram Stories. Vlog is the most popular type of
video, which draws 42% Generation Z.

Seemiller and Grace (2018) mentioned the characteristics
of Generation Z concerning learning preference, community
engagement, career aspiration in their articles. By conducting
a study of more than 750 Generation Z students, Seemiller
and Grace (2018) found that in terms of learning preference,
Generation Z tends to learn as the observer. This generation
also values the efficiency of self-learning. As for community
engagement, Generation Z is more willing to solve practical
problems rather than just volunteering. Regarding career
aspirations, they are eager to have more internship opportunities
and hope to achieve self-exploration and self-satisfaction in their
work.
Cronk (2018) analyzed the motivators that influence how
Generation Z learns and the relevance of these factors to the
concept of gamification. The author collects qualitative data
through literature review and interviews. The conclusion is
that rewards, self-expression, altruism, storytelling, and visual
communication are crucial elements that can make Generation
Z feel more engaging in the learning environment.
According to the research conducted by Ding, Guan & Yu
in 2017, game-based learning is an effective end engaging
method for Generation Z to absorb knowledge. They conducted
a semi-structured survey of students using online stock trading
simulation game. In the end, they confirmed the two hypotheses
in the article: game-based learning is more effective than
traditional learning methods; students prefer game-based
learning.
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(Figure 1 The Infographic of the Characteristic of Generation Z)
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4.Gamification

5.Conclusion

The definition of gamification is to incorporate the elements
of the game into a non-gaming environment. The significance
of gamification is to make participants more engaging and
more motivated to participate, cooperate, share and interact
(Bunchball, 2018). The term “gamification” first appeared in a
blog post by Brett Terill in 2008 and it became widely used in
2010.
Werbach & Hunter (2012) introduced wrote a book which
provide a systematic theoretical knowledge about gamification.
This book has six chapters. According to the logical sequence
of a game, they talk from "the introduction to gamification"
to "how to avoid epic fails. The authors not only analyze the
intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation of gamification from
the perspective of psychology but also innovatively proposes
six steps to construct a gamification system. Additionally, the
gamification toolkit introduced by the author includes the PBL
Triad (points, badges, leaderboards), game elements (dynamics,
mechanics, components). "Game mechanic" refers to rules
and rewards which can attract users and make the activity
more intriguing, such as points, levels. "Game dynamics" refers
to the users' desires and motivations, such as rewards, selfexpression.
Skinner, Sarpong & White (2018) mainly introduce the
concept of the existing gamified location-based practice of
geocaching. This concept is an information and communication
technology which can make the tourism experience more
engaging, especially with Internet-based technologies. The
author proposes an ICT-based conceptual framework for "The
Practice of geocaching." Moreover, the article also analyzed the
case of Pokémon Go, which is considered a hi-tech version of
geocaching. They also talked about the gamification element
that Generation Z feels engaging. For example, Generation Z
seeks richer digital and gamified contact experiences. Also,
Generation Z enjoys participatory social activities, as well as
reward standards of achievement.

According to my literature review, I found that although some
studies indicate that there is is a gap between teenagers and
the museum, there are few studies related to Generation Z, this
particular group, and their perspectives of the museum. Other
than that, I found out that there is limited research which talks
about building the connection between Generation Z and
history museums by applying the engaging elements for
Generation Z to the design of the history museum. I hope
that by understanding what factors influence Generation Z to
engage with museums, I can develop a design intervention to fill
the gap between Generation Z and the history museum.
According to the close relationship between Generation
Z and mobile phone, I think the mobile application is an
excellent design entry point. First, the mobile phone is the most
commonly used and familiar device for Generation Z. Generation
Z likes to browse fragmented information on their mobile phone
in their daily lives. This phenomenon is related to the nonlinear
thinking mode of Generation Z, and also correspond to my
design concept (to let Generation Z have interaction with the
history museum in daily life). Second, most Generation Z can
skillfully use applications. Using the mobile app as a carrier of
design concept facilitates Generation Z to accept and get used
to, reducing learning costs. Also, mobile applications can be
closely linked to the social media platforms that Generation Z is
passionate about, increasing the impact in this age group.
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Methodology

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD
MEMORANDUM

1.Online Survey

2.On-site Walking Interview

In order to know the experiences and perceptions of the
museum of Generation Z, I use the methodology of the survey.
I had an IRB approved study to support my approach (see
Appendix A). Participants of this study are a convenience
sample set of people who are classified as Generation Z who
are over 18 years of age in the United States. The participants
are personally known by the primary investigator who has preexisting knowledge of participant email addresses. Participants
are recruited from a convenience sample. The sample is
expected to chain-refer some Generation Z who are willing to
participate in the survey. Interested participants are emailed a
link to an online form preceded by a consent form (see Appendix
B for consent form) that explains the interest and scope of the
study, risks, procedures for involvement and confidentiality, and
researcher contact information. Upon agreeing, the participants
are routed to a 10-minute anonymous online questionnaire that
asks questions about their experiences and perceptions of
museum design (see attachment C for survey questions). The
questions include some basic questions about their visiting,
their museum experience, and their opinions about the museum
in the digital age.

Based on the feedback from a mid-term report and
discussions with my outside committee professor Meriel Stokoe,
I narrowed down my research scope to the history museum
which is less engaging for Generation Z. In order to know the
experiences and perceptions of history museums according
to Generation Z, my professor Dr. Jody Nyboer introduced
a creative methodology to me which is the on-site walking
interview. While the participant is experiencing the museum,
I can ask his or her some questions about his or her feelings
and thoughts. I chose the Erie Canal Museum, which is a local
history museum as my sample site. They had a permanent
exhibition called “The Erie Canal Made New York.” Here is the
floor plan of the exhibition which can help me make efficient field
notes during the walking interview. Before the participants go
through the whole process, they need to sign the consent form
(see Appendix D for consent form). The participants need to
wear the GoPro on their head to record where they are looking.
Also, the GoPro can record the participant’s direct quotes. While
the participants are experiencing the museum, I can ask a series
of questions about their feelings and thoughts. Through the
experience, I will ask them to express their feelings and thoughts
aloud. Also, I posed follow-up questions after the experience,
like “What parts did you find to be least engaging? “What design
elements would you add to make the museum more engaging
for your generation?” (see Appendix E for interview questions)

TO:
DATE:
SUBJECT:
IRB #:
TITLE:

Jody Nyboer
September 20, 2018
Determination of Exemption from Regulations
18-291
The Relationship Between Generation Z and Museum Design

The above referenced application, submitted for consideration as exempt from federal regulations as
defined in 45 C.F.R. 46, has been evaluated by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) for the following:
1.
2.

determination that it falls within the one or more of the five exempt categories
allowed by the organization;
determination that the research meets the organization’s ethical standards.

It has been determined by the IRB this protocol qualifies for exemption and has been assigned to
category 2. This authorization will remain active for a period of five years from September 18, 2018
until September 17, 2023.
CHANGES TO PROTOCOL: Proposed changes to this protocol during the period for which IRB
authorization has already been given, cannot be initiated without additional IRB review. If there is a
change in your research, you should notify the IRB immediately to determine whether your research
protocol continues to qualify for exemption or if submission of an expedited or full board IRB protocol
is required. Information about the University’s human participants protection program can be found
at: http://researchintegrity.syr.edu/human-research/ Protocol changes are requested on an
amendment application available on the IRB web site; please reference your IRB number and attach
any documents that are being amended.
STUDY COMPLETION: Study completion is when all research activities are complete or when a study is
closed to enrollment and only data analysis remains on data that have been de-identified. A Study Closure
Form should be completed and submitted to the IRB for review (Study Closure Form).

Thank you for your cooperation in our shared efforts to assure that the rights and welfare of people
participating in research are protected.
Tracy Cromp, M.S.W.
Director
DEPT: VPA – School of Design, 350 W. Fayette St., Syracuse, NY 13202

STUDENT: Yumeng Yang

Research Integrity and Protections | 214 Lyman Hall | Syracuse, NY 13244-1200 | 315.443.3013 | orip.syr.edu

(Figure 2 IRB Approval Letter)
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(Figure 4 The Erie Canal Museum)

(Figure 3 The Floor Plan of the Exhibition “The Erie Canal Made New York”)

(Figure 5 The Erie Canal Museum)
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Findings
1.Online Survey
I received nine responses. The survey revealed that
as for the display format, Generation Z has interest in
various high-tech means to display content such as virtual
reality, augmented reality, 4D technology. In addition, they
expressed that too much text and lack of “navigation
prompts” are disengaging elements when they visit a
museum.
Here is the complete result of their answers.

(Figure 7 The Reslut of Online Survey Part Two)

(Figure 6 The Reslut of Online Survey Part One)

(Figure 8 The Reslut of Online Survey Part Three)
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“different ways of showing a single system
which they want people to know, people
have different angles to know the
information”

“for different age groups, they might have
choices to decide which ways they want to
use”

"For those different group of people, how
they(museum) can set up the exhibition to
meet all the needs for all those people at
the same time and also provide the equal
information they need."

Visual Guidance for Navigation

More Organized Interpretation

More Physical Models

Improvement

On-site Museum
Visiting
Experience

Disengagement

Engagement

(Figure 10 The Key Points from Participant’s Direct Quotes)

Storytelling

For Gen Z: How to Build Connections and
Create Memory

Different Ways of Interpreting to Meet
Different People's Needs

"So as for the space planning, I think it can
be a close loop instead of two entrances to
the same exhibitions."

more clear introduction

timeline with key words or key points

"I also like break those texts into small
pieces and to indicate with those models
so they looks more fun and people would
like to read them more instead just on the
board."

"If they have key words or points like some
big things happened during that period of
time, it would be easier for me to
understand the whole things. Maybe a big
timeline is easier for me to understand and
I would like to stop there and have a look
the information they provide."

(Figure 9 The Screenshot of the video from the GoPro)
"It must be really fun to have those in here
instead of having flat images."

"It is more fun to know how these
technologies work."

According to my literature review, online survey and the
walking interview, I found the following key takeaways which
can guide my design intervention.
(1) Generation Z thinks that heavy text and lack of interaction
are disengagement elements. They believe that creating
memories related to history can help them generate empathy
and increase their interest in history.
(2) Generation Z is active on social media such as Snapchat
and Instagram, and they enjoy watching “stories,” which is a
visual scrapbook of videos and photos that disappear after 24
hours.
(3) Gamification, which is a method to incorporate the
elements of the game into a non-gaming environment, can
motivate Generation Z to learn and absorb knowledge. Rewards,
self-expression, altruism, storytelling and visual communication
are crucial gamification elements that can make Generation Z
feel more engaged in the learning environment.
informative

Short of Clear Instructions

"people may feel confused about which way
to go. And also as there might be further
exhibitions over there, some people might
just go in there and miss some information."

“I have no idea how to turn it on”

"I don’t know if it is working in this way"

"if they have images or diagrams to show
how to do this"

two ways at the entrance

"You don’t know which one is the right way
to go to follow the whole information they
provide."

"I don’t know if it is in the chronological
order or any other order."

"the text might be confusing, sometimes
you get confused of which one is (the label
of the physical thing)"

the order of the whole exhibition

language issues

confusing connection with images and
objects

"it is too boring to read the whole things"

"I have to stand there and read, trying to
understand the connections with all the
images."

"you can physically try this and see it in
3-dimensional way"

"another format of presenting how
weighlock works"

"it tells you many information about the
weighlock"

"no matter young kids or adults, all of
them can understand how it works"

"the whole procedure is clear"

more direct way of showing information

Lack of Navigation

Texts

heavy

Physical Models

Digital Interface

“fun”

“more engaging and more interesting”

“better than just posters and information on
paper”

clear and easy to understand

use sense of hearing

One participant went through the on-site walking
interview. I transcribed her quotes and categorized them into
three parts (see Figure 10): engagement, disengagement,
improvement. I found that some physical or digital models
which can interact with are more attractive to her. She
considered that the heart texts and lack of navigation were
disengaging when she went through the whole process.
She also provided her thoughts about how to redesign
the museum for her generation. Besides more organized
interpretation and visual guideline, she thought that creating
memory between the museum and Generation Z is a great
way to build the connection between the museum and
Generation Z. For example, the idea of storytelling can
help them establish relationships with historical events and
historical figures, generating empathy.
Telephone

3.Conclusions
“pretty cool because I can hear the voices”

2.On-site Walking Interview
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Design Outcome
1.First-generation Prototypes

The second prototype is a game on the mobile phone which can collect historical events.
Since 85% of Generation Z selected mobile phone as their most frequently used device, a mobile
application can be a good solution for the history museums to build the connection with this specific
age group. Posters can be everywhere in people's daily lives. These posters may be in the original
location of the historical event, or a crowded place such as a mall, or a museum. People can learn
about historical events by scanning the poster and listening to historical stories. After scanning the
posters, a character will appear and talk about a section of his or her stories. At the same time, other
historical stories in this area can be collected according to the guidelines.

Based on the findings from desk research, online survey and the walking interview, I came up with
two prototypes.
The first prototype is based on my pop-up exhibition idea from last semester. I turned it into a
completer and more detailed plan. This exhibition combines physical and digital elements. People
will see a historical scene offline, and then use their phone to scan the QR code on the wall to get
a character card. By looking for an item corresponding to the character within the scene, one can
browse the story between the character and the thing on their mobile phone. After collecting all the
items, a report will be automatically generated to help people review the life of the character and
deepen their understanding of the character and historical events. However, after discussions with
Professor Carr, we thought that this idea lacks certain feasibility. At the same time, this idea is not
easy for me to quickly collect feedback and perform iterations. So, I turned this exhibition into an
online exploration. This little game can be accessed via a link on social media such as Facebook and
Twitter. People can know some interesting facts about the lives of numerous characters by searching
for the item corresponding to the characters in the pictures.

(Figure 11 The UI Design of the First Prototype)

(Figure 12 The UI Design of the Second Prototype)
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2.Feedback from Experts
By comparing the advantages and disadvantages of two
prototypes, finally, I chose the second one to develop. I made a
simple clickable prototype which showed the primary functions
of my design idea. The URL is https://pro.modao.cc/app/ShEZ3
7wTZzOUmDKFe0bDCx0DnlhM9aH.
I showed my idea and prototype to three experts, and I
gained lots of great feedback.
One expert resource was my outside committee member,
Professor Meriel Stokoe. She is an expert in the field of Museum
Studies. I asked her some questions based on the following
topics: (1) Do you think the target group (Generation Z) will like
it? (2) How can this application help the museum? (3) Do you
know any other examples of using technology which makes
the museum more attractive (inside or outside the museum)?
(4) How to tell the stories in the history museum to Generation
Z? Professor Stokoe gave me much useful advice. First, she
believed that in order to attract Generation Z, it is necessary to
establish a connection between the target group and history. For
example, she mentioned that Generation Z is more concerned
with self-expression, so building their own personalized roles
may make them more engaged. This feedback is consistent
with the conclusion of the walking interview in my previous
pilot exploration. At the same time, she mentioned that some
members of Generation Z would also like to collect things, so I
need to add a pointing mechanism and an achievement system.
When users collect a certain number of stories, they will gain
some feedback. Also, she believed that even in the digital age,
physical objects still play an irreplaceable role in the study of
historical museums and historical knowledge. She mentioned
an article called "Do History Museums Still Need Objects?" The
author concludes that the digital age has brought opportunities
for physical museums. The visit to the e-Museum has increased
the interest of the audience to a certain extent and promoted the
audience to enter the real museum and explore the exhibits in
more depth.
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3. Feedback from Users
Another professor is Rebecca Xu from Computer Art. She is
an expert in interactive technologies and game design. First, she
thought that it is essential to figure out what object the users are
scanning. Is the application still using posters or just stickers?
Compared to stickers, posters can provide more information,
which makes it easier for people to understand some historical
knowledge. Then she mentioned that I should fully consider
the interactive ways of presenting information. What kind of
information will appear when people use a mobile phone to scan
posters? Animation, video, detailed interpretation, website are
all forms of display that can be used. However, she asked me to
consider ways that are easy for my target group to accept and
let them feel engaging. Moreover, Professor Xu suggested that
I find more information about gamification which can provide
theoretical support for my design intervention.
The third experts I talked to is Dr. Zina Alaswad who is
the candidate of EDI faculty. She is an expert in the field of
gamification and has done extensive research in the area of
applying gamification into the learning environment. I showed
her my existing user interface design and talked about some
of my design ideas. She gave me a lot of advice. The first is to
use the PBL system reasonably, such as avoiding excessive
exposure of personal information in the leaderboard. In terms of
the badges, she suggested that users can share the obtained
badges on social media such as Facebook and Instagram to
form competition with friends and also stimulate Generation Z
to use the app since they are active on the social media. She
also mentioned an aspect that I did not think of before; that is,
users can get bonus points if they can create content based on
the historical stories. This approach helps users thoroughly learn
and understand historical knowledge.

In order to gain feedback from my target group, I made a
feedback book, which is a pdf document (see Figure 13) where
participants can type in their thoughts. The material included
four parts:(1) Problem Statement: he subject of my research,
why this topic is crucial (2) Research: A summary of my previous
pilot exploration (3) Design Process: An introduction to how I
design the application. After researching museum engagement
and Generation Z, generating ideas, and creating the prototypes,
the circulation between getting feedback from users and revising
the design based on the feedbacks help me iterate and polish
my design. (4) Prototype: In this section, each page I placed
one page of my user interface and put some descriptions next
to it. On the right side of the page is the location where the
participants can write their feedback. I have provided some
perspectives for thinking for them. These aspects include
-What do you think about the design? -Do you think it is easy to
understand how to use this app? What about the interface? -Do
you feel that this app can provide an engaging history museumbased experience? -Are there any aspects of the design that
make you feel confused? Uncomfortable? -What would you
change about the design, and why?
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(Figure 13 The Layout of the Feedback Book)
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The primary function of this app is to collect historical stories
in everyday life. Users can open app and scan posters to collect
historical stories in their daily lives. Users can also view nearby
historical stories on the map and tag them.

I sent out the document to three participants who were from
Generation Z. I collected their feedback and divided them into
the following parts:

4.Second-generation Prototype
According to the feedback from experts and users, I used
the software called sketch to make the user interface design of
the second-generation prototype. Next, I made the interactive
function of the application by using a prototype software called
MockingBot. The second-generation prototype can be viewed at
the following URL: https://mockingbot.com/app/6629ac19d939
83fc390e71e81dd13ac33db9f0bf
The name of this mobile app is "MUZE". The design of the
logo was inspired by the problem that the app hopes to solve:
building the connection between Generation Z and history
museums. The "M" in "MUZE" stands for history museums, and
the "Z" stands for "Generation Z." The mobile phone icon in
the middle of the two letters indicates that the mobile app can
connect Generation Z and history museums.

(Figure 16 Collect Historical Stories)

(Figure 14 Feedbacks from Participants)

I think this feedback can be treated as descriptive data for me to design the next iteration.
Besides, some of the feedback provide a different perspective on my thesis topic. For example, how
to establish a connection between people using the application and people visiting the museums?
How can the museum benefit from the design? I have always been in the perspective of Generation
Z, thinking about how to make this application more engaging. However, how to form a sustainable
business model and benefit the museum is also an important issue that I need to consider and study.
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(Figure 15 The Landing Page)

(Figure 17 View Nearby Historical Stories)
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Users can leave a comment on the historical story. And they
can also view popular comments and latest comments.

I also applied the gamification theory to my design and
built a complete gamification environment. Users can get points
when they are collecting historical stories. They also get extra
points if they share historical stories on social media platforms.
I also added an achievement system to my app. By completing
the tasks specified in the achievement system, such as
collecting a certain number of historical stories and contributing
a certain amount of comments, users can obtain badges and
additional points. Users can also view the leaderboards to
see their rankings among all users and as well as their friends.
Moreover, users can use the points to redeem virtual or realistic
museum-related rewards, such as free tickets to museums,
coupons for museum gift shops.

(Figure 18 Leave Comments)

5.Feedback from Thesis Committee Members

(Figure 21 Achievement System)

(Figure 20 Gain Points)

(Figure 19 View Comments)
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On April 1st, I showed my thesis's progress and my secondgeneration prototype to my thesis committee members. I
received a lot of useful feedback. Feedback mainly contains the
content of research, the features of the app, and how to present
my design.
As for the features of the app, thesis committee members
mentioned that I need to consider that is there a better form
of discovering stories rather than scanning the posters? Can
users get a notification when they are close to the geographic
location of a historical story? At the same time, my app should
include the culture and elements that are popular in Generation Z,
such as "stories" on social media, which is a visual scrapbook
of videos and photos that disappear after 24 hours. Also,
Generation Z may feel more engaging if they can become
the content provider themselves, creating a short video like
vlog in the app.According to the Cambridge Dictionary, vlog
means video blog, which is a record of someone’s thoughts,
experience, and opinions in the form of video and is published
on the internet.
At the same time, in the form of presentation and exhibition,
I also received a lot of feedback. I should come up with a short
statement to explain what my app does at the beginning of my
presentation. This need requires me to summarize the main
features of the app in a concise language. Then I need to identify
the target group and create using scenarios to help audiences
better understand the whole process by using the method of
storytelling. At the same time, I should reorganize the research
I have conducted and explain it in a more logical order. For
example, I researched the characteristics of Generation Z and
their popular culture and then extracted the factors that make
Generation Z feel engaged. Then I need to explain how I apply
these key factors to my design.

(Figure 22 Rewards)
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6.Third-generation Prototype
Based on the feedback I received, I completed my thirdgeneration prototype based on the second-generation
prototype. The third-generation prototype can be viewed at the
following URL: https://mockingbot.com/app/d06d247df6c6015b
65479abcec6e8c2f86c40300
First, I changed the way of collecting historical stories from
scanning the posters in daily life to automatically receiving
them according to the guidelines of the map. When the users
approach the geographic location of a historical story in
everyday life, the system will automatically pop up a notification
"Historical story about the Erie Canal near you, do you want to
explore and collect?" Users can also open the map directly in
the app, following the guidelines to get close to the historical
story and collect. This way avoids the posting problem of the
poster in the city and also simplifies the process of scanning
the posters to complete collecting when the users walk on the
street.

(Figure 23 Collect Historial Stories)
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Secondly, I added the "stories" feature to the app as one
of the means to attract Generation Z. I turned the comment
function in the previous second-generation prototype to creating
"user stories" related to the historical story. After collecting a
historical story, users can share their feelings and thoughts in
the form of short videos. According to the Generation Z study
conducted by Maru/VCR&C in 2016, Generation Z is very
concerned about privacy on the Internet. They don't want some
of their personal feelings and photos to exist permanently on
social media. At the same time, Generation Z prefers video
messages to text. This phenomenon shows the reason why
"stories," which is a form of short video that only exists for 24
hours, are welcomed by Generation Z on social media platforms.
Therefore, "user stories" about historical stories in the "MUZE"
app are impermanent and only exist for 24 hours.

(Figure 24 User Stories)
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7. Feedback from an Expert
In order to gain feedback from the museum's perspective,
I contacted Ashley Maready who is the curator of Collections
and Exhibitions at the Erie Canal Museum. She manages the
collection of over 60,000 artifacts (objects, photographs, books,
archival materials) held by the Erie Canal Museum and is in
charge of conducting historical research and writing.
I explained my design idea to her and showed her my
third-generation prototype. She thought my design was great.
She mentioned that Generation Z is indeed one of the groups
in which museums lack of connections. Take the Erie Canal
Museum as an example. The demographics of most visitors are
baby boomers. As a museum’s staff member, Ashley is actively
exploring ways to improve the Generation Z's experience in the
museum. Furthermore, she believes that through the mobile app
and gamification, Generation Z can understand historical stories
in daily life, which helps them to be aware of the surrounding
history museum and generate interest in visiting the museum for
more details.
Also, as the museum's curator, Ashley also made some
suggestions for my app. The first is the interface of the museum
page. She suggested that I can add information including
opening hours, website, social media accounts. At the same
time, I also need to indicate that the Erie Canal Museum is a free
museum. In terms of rewards, she mentioned that in addition to
free ticket, gift shop coupon, users can also gain a free ticket to
the museum’s special events.

(Figure 25 The "Museum" Page)

(Figure 26 The "Rewards" Page)
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8. User-testing
In order to test the usability of the app and gather
information from my target group, I conducted a user-testing.
Participants can have access to the third-generation prototype
which they can interact with by clicking the following URL:
https://mockingbot.com/app/d06d247df6c6015b65479abcec6e
8c2f86c40300
The entire user-testing process consists of three parts. The
first part is a brief introduction to the design concept and the
main features of the app. In the second part, I had assigned
three tasks corresponding to the key features to the participant
when they were interacting with the third-generation prototype.
The three tasks are (1) Task One: Open the map and collect
one historical story. (2) Task Two: Check the story “Building
the Canal,” view “User stories,” and create one “User Stories.”
(3) Task Three: View “Rewards” and Redeem a free ticket
to The Erie Canal Museum's special event. The third part is
to let participants have an open exploration of the interface
and answer the following questions: Do you think it is easy
to understand how to use this app? Do you feel that this app
can provide engaging history museum- Based experience for
your generation? Do you think by using this app you can learn
more about the history and increase your interest in history
museums? Are there any aspects of the design that make you
feel confused? Uncomfortable? What would you change about
the design, and why?
I recruited 11 participants who are in the age range of
Generation Z. When they were completing three tasks and freely
exploring the features of the app, I asked them to say aloud
their thoughts, feelings, and confusion so that I could record
some critical information. At the same time, I also observed the
operation of their mouse through the camera including where
they paused or hovered-over content as well as noting various
wrong clicks. These non-verbal messages are indirect and
essential feedback from the participants.

(Figure 27 The Screenshot of the User-testing)

All participants have completed task one, and task two, while
three participants have not completed task three. Most of the
feedback I received is about small adjustments. For example,
adjust the color of the "Rewards" button and add a description
to the badges in “My Page.”
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9. Final Prototype
In the process of designing the second-generation prototype
and third-generation prototype, I found some drawbacks of the
prototype software I used which was called MockingBot. First of
all, the animation function in MockingBot is limited. It only can
accomplish the basic jump between pages and the transition
animation cannot be automatically generated. For example,
when simulating user getting close to the geographic location of
a historical story, MockingBot cannot make the animation of the
user's avatar move on the map. Additionally,MockingBot cannot
horizontally display prototypes on the iPad. This limitation is a
problem for me to show my digital interface with the iPad at the
thesis show.
Therefore, after searching and comparing different software
for prototyping, I finally chose to make the interaction and
animation for each page by using the software called Adobe XD.
The final version of the prototype can be viewed at the following
URL: https://xd.adobe.com/view/8ec5d5cd-5725-4066-74924946768306ba-f8f4/

I also modified some of the details based on the received
feedback to make the user flow more smoothly. First, based
on the feedback from users, I turned the "Rewards" button to
red to make it more prominent on the page. Moreover, I have
added some animations to make the jump between pages more
natural, giving users the feeling of using a real app.

(Figure 28 The Revised "Rewards" Button)
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Finally, the app has three features. The first one is collecting
historical stories in daily life. This App is location-based. Users
can open the map in the app and view nearby historical stories.
Then they can go to a geographic location and collect them.
The historical stories come from history museums and can
be anywhere in people's daily lives. The second is that the
user can express their feelings about the historical story. They
can become the content provider and share their thoughts on
historical stories with other people in the form of a short video.
Users can also view and share other people's stories. These
stories are time-limited and only exist for 24 hours. The third is
to redeem rewards related to the museum. I applied the theory
of gamification into the app. The gamification system includes
points, badges, leaderboards, and achievement systems. Points
and badges can be obtained by completing different tasks
such as collecting a certain number of historical stories and
creating user stories. Users can also view the total leaderboard
and friends' leaderboards. Then users can use these points
to redeem virtual or physical rewards related to the history
museum. Rewards include museum tickets, gift shop coupons.

(Figure 29 The Animation of the Landing Page)
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10. Thesis Show
Because my design outcome is a mobile app, how best to
clearly show my design concept and the flow of use has become
a crucial issue in my thesis exhibition. I divided my poster into
three parts. The first part is the problem statement, why it is
important, key takeaways from my research. This part mainly
introduces the background and research of my thesis project.
The second part is a storyboard to show how this application
works. I showed the user's usage scenarios by visual elements
and storytelling. The third part is to display the app's four critical
features on a map so that the visitors can clearly understand
the role of the app in the community. In addition to the poster,
I placed an iPad on the table to let the user interact with the
prototype. I also made some historical stories in the app into
cards and put them on the table for visitors to view and takeaway.

Discussion
I think the "MUZE" app can build the connection between Generation Z and history museums
to a certain extent. First, Generation Z was born with technology, and the mobile phone is their
most commonly used device. The design concept of this app is to bring the museum to the
daily life of Generation Z, let them be aware of the surrounding history museums and historical
knowledge. Secondly, I have incorporated a lot of elements in the app that Generation Z feels
engaging. For example, "user stories," Generation Z likes to be the content provider in the form
of a short video, and share these stories on social media, which is also a spontaneous promotion
of the historical stories as well as the app itself. Also, the app's gamification system is not only
an engaging element that attracts Generation Z, helping them absorb historical knowledge, but
also an essential tool for completing the conversion from using the app to visiting real museums.
Users can complete tasks and earn points that can be used to redeem museum-related rewards,
such as free ticket, gift shop coupon. Although we live in the digital age, historical museums and
objects still play an irreplaceable role, both culturally and educationally.
This app not only allows Generation Z to access historical stories and history museums in
daily life but also allows the museum to gain more Generation Z visitors. At the same time, this
app can also play an essential role in the community, bringing new opportunities to the tourism
industry. When users travel to a new city, they can explore the city and learn about the history of
the city through this app.

(Figure 13 The Thesis Exhibition)
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Although I have proved that the "MUZE" app is a powerful tool for building Generation Z and
history museums through continuous iterating and gaining feedback from users and experts, my
project still has some limitations, and some parts need to be improved.
The first is that the app needs to build a complete database of historical stories. Currently, the
app only shows some historical stories from the Erie Canal Museum. If the app can collect more
historical stories from the history Museums and form a database, the richness of the content will
increase.
The second is the implementation of the functions in the app. Currently, my project is to
simulate the user's use process through the prototype software. For example, if the user moves
to the geographic location where the historical story is located under the guidance of the map,
the system will automatically collect the story. The current prototype is a process of simulating
movement through animation production and does not implement the full functionality through
programming and location-based technology.
The third is that I need to improve the methodology of the user-testing. My user-testing is
online. Participants used their computer to complete the user test by clicking on a URL and
jumping to the prototype interface. Although I can hear the voice of the participants and see the
movement of their mouse, the camera couldn't capture their expressions and micro-actions. This
flaw may cause me to miss some critical feedback, such as the expressions when they see a
confusing page or description.
The fourth is that I need to recruit more participants and collect more feedback. Although
I have designed three generations of prototypes and received feedback from Generation
Z, museum curator, museum professionals, experts in the field of gamification, I still need
larger sample size to test my prototype to ensure the usability of the app. Also, the number
of participants in the online survey and walking interview is limited. I may gain more valuable
opinions if I could recruit more participants.
The fifth is about the exploration of the app's own functions. The source of historical stories
in the app is mainly from local history museums. However, historical stories can also be about the
history of the city. According to the map of the app, users explore the city and come to the place
where the historical event has occurred and collect the historical story. In this case, the city and
its relationship to the museum became a gamified experience.
Finally, I also need to think about the business model of the app. In order to ensure the
authority of historical stories, the app needs to work with historical museums and historical
associations to obtain authoritative academic materials. I need to consider what the sustainable
business model is for the app. Moreover, this app can collaborate with schools, becoming an
engaging gamified experience in the student’s field trip.
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Conclusions
Through the exploration of my thesis project, I have the following conclusions:
1. It is practical to use a mobile application to enhance various forms of interaction between
Generation Z and a History Museum. By making use of such tools, Generation Z can learn about
historical stories and the surrounding area through fragmented information in daily life.
2. Incorporating the elements of Generation Z that feel engaging such as stories, videos, and
gamification into the design of the app can improve Generation Z's interest in the app and help
to increase user viscosity. For example, sharing the feeling and thoughts about the historical
stories through the form of a short video helps Generation Z to understand historical knowledge
and generate memories related to the historical story, strengthening the connection between
Generation Z and history museums.
3. From the museum's perspective, this app will not stop Generation Z from being addicted to
the digital world. Instead, it enables Generation Z to use the app to visit the museum. Rewards in
the app give users more opportunities to get in touch with the History Museum.
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Appendices
Appendix A: IRB Application
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Appendix B: Consent Form for Online Survey
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Appendix C: Online Survey Questions
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Appendix D: Consent Form for Walking Interview
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Appendix E: Walking Interview Questions
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